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IS480 IS Application Project Meeting 012 Minutes  
 
Date: 20 August 2010 

Time: 1530 hours 

Venue:  SIS Research Lab 

  

Team Warehouse Team (Consist of Jackson, Danny and Kiang Pin) 
Developing Team (Consist of Lex, Bevan and Saiful) 

  
Attendees: Ng Kiang Pin 

Danny Seow Liang Cong 
Loh Chong Ghee (Jackson) 
Seetoh Yong Chuen 
Bevan Tan 
Mohamed Saiful 
 

Absentees: Nil 
  
Agenda: 1. Updates from everyone 

2. When to run the optimization codes 
3. To do Session 
4. Transfer order request flow 
5. The way flex works with java 
6. Database design 
7. Warehouse maximization issues 

 
 

No. Task Description/Discussion Done By Due Dates 
(If any) 

1 Updates from everyone: 
- Bevan: Creating Order, only manage to do delete, 

unable to do the add function. 
- Kiang Pin: Calculate Turnover Rate, to be done at a 

fixed time. Move on to optimization part. 
- Lex: Final GUI, transfer request, going to do the 

andom board. Unable to do constant refreshing after 
update. Warehouse personnel process  need to 
wait for danny. 

- Jackson: User Management got some errors, UI 
problem, bug. Bug solve by  re-importing project. 

- Saiful: Inventory – find update delete not done due to 
the universal entity issues. Database. 

- Danny: Maximization Calculation, re-fixing address 
can be reorganized for current codes. Exceptions not 
discussed. 

Team Coding to 
keep to 
schedule 

2 When to run the optimization codes: 
- At 3am (any time after the warehouse close and start 

operations again) 
- Find the addresses that will be emptied out for the 

Team - 
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day. 
- Assign the addresses for the incoming goods of the 

day 
- If there is a warehouse sudden inflow, there should 

be a button for me to click “Find a space for me now”. 
3 To do session 

- Managed by flex 
Team - 

4 Transfer Order Request Flow 
1. Create order from product 
2. Add the order to inventory 

Team - 

5 The way flex works with java 
- Flex  Java  Needs Service  DAO  SQL 

Team - 

6 Database design 
- Refer to Database Design Excel. 

Team - 

7 Warehouse Maximization Issues 
- Discuss exception cases, if no spaces found falls 

without threshold range of 50% to 100%, those 
greater than 100% means there will be loose items. 

- If loose items adds up to less than 2 pellets, will be 
loose items, otherwise, find an address small enough 
to cater to it. 

- To make use of unfilled grids, fill it with the products 
with smaller pellets. Identify by address the number 
of pellets space empty, drill down to the grids in the 
address that is empty. Then return the grids ID. 

- Record the number of pellets filling each grid. Find 
the remaining pellet space. To find empty pellet 
space for an address, add the empty pellet space of 
each grid up. In this case, we also need to calculate 
the maximum pellet space of the grid. All these 
figures are simple calculations and will not be stored 
in the database. 

Danny 
Kiang 
Pin 
Saiful 

- 

 
The meeting was adjourned at 7.00 pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no 
amendments reported in the next three days. 
 
Prepared by, 
Ng Kiang Pin 
 
Vetted and edited by, 
Jackson Loh Chong Ghee 
 


